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Finnish Rogaining Championships 24.-25.8.2019

1. LOCATION
The competition area is located in Vaskijärvi area,
Southwest Finland.
The competition area covers parts of Pöytyä, Mynämäki
and Eura municipalities.

Finland
Norway
Sweden
Estonia

Russia

Latvia
Lithuania

2. SCHEDULE
Friday 23.8.2019

... Saturday continues

17.30 Road signage ready
18.00 Competition Centre opens
18.00 Competition info at Yläne School opens
18.00 Accommodation at Yläne School opens
21.00 - 22.30 Supper at Yläne school
23.00 Competition info at Yläne School closes
23.00 Silence in Competition Centre and
Yläne School starts

13.00 Distribution of maps / 4h
14.00 Start / 4h
14.00 Hash House opens
17.00 Warm meal serving at Hash House starts
18.00 Finish / 4h
19.00 Finish / 8h MTB
20.00 Prize giving ceremony /
Finnish scouts junior classes
21.00 Prize giving ceremony / 8h MTB
21.00 Distribution of maps / 8h
23.00 Start / 8h

Saturday 24.8.2019
06.00 Transportation starts from Tampere
07.00 Silence in Competition Centre and
Yläne School ends
07.00 Transportation starts from Turku
07.15-08.00 Breakfast at Yläne school
07.30 Competition info at Competition Centre opens
08.00 Canteen opens at Competition Centre
08.15 Transportation from Yläne School
to Competition Centre
09.00 Distribution of maps / 24h & 8h MTB
11.00 Start / 8h MTB
12.00 Start / 24h
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Sunday 25.8.2019
07.00 Finish / 8h
09.00 Prize giving ceremony / 8h
12.00 Finish / 24h
14.00 Prize giving ceremony / 24h
15.00 Transportation to Turku and Tampere
from Yläne school
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3. EMBARGOED AREA
Competitors, team officials, and other persons, who,
through knowledge of the terrain may influence the results
of the competition, are not allowed to enter an embargoed
area between 16.12.2018-25.8.2019.
The restriction covers 24h, 8h MTB and 8h races.
The participants of the 4 h public race are allowed to use
the area until Sunday 18.8.2019.
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Nevertheless, it is allowed:
- to cross the forbidden areas using the green roads
marked on the map.
- to row, paddle etc on the big lakes (Koskeljärvi,
Elijärvi)
- to visit the properties in the area, which
does not include ”walking in the woods”
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4. COMPETITION CENTRE & YLÄNE SCHOOL

6. ACCOMMODATION

Competition activities are located in two different places,
Competition Centre and Yläne school.

There is hard floor accommodation available in Yläne
School for Friday-Saturday night before the competition.
Please take your own mattress. There will be no mattresses
provided by the organizers.

Competition Centre is located in the competition area.
Services in the Competition Centre:
- registration on Saturday
- distribution of maps
- route planning
- start
- Hash House (=meals during competition)
- service during competition
- finish
- results reading from the electronic competition card
Services in Yläne school:
- registration on Friday
- hard floor accommodation (Friday-Saturday night)
- meals after the race
- washup
- prize-giving ceremony
- bus transport back to Turku/Tampere
- hard floor accommodation, Saturday-Sunday night, (4 h
& 8 h MTB).
In Yläne school it is forbidden to wear shoes indoors.
On Friday the Competition info is located at Yläne School
and on Saturday at the Competition Centre.
Yläne school is located outside the competition area.
Competitors won`t be visiting the school during the race.
Competitiors staying at the school shall take all equipment
needed in the competition with them when moving to the
Competition Centre.
On Saturday morning, there will be transport available
from Yläne School to Competition Centre for those, who
do not have transportation of their own.
The distance between Yläne school and Competition
Centre is 11 kilometres, driving time 15 minutes.
Yläne school, map link >>
Guidance start point to Competition Centre, map link >>

Teams can also camp at the Competition Centre in their
own tents on friday night. At the Competition Centre,
there will be drinking water and toilets available already
on Friday, but no other services.
4 h & 8h MTB competitors can also use hard floor
accommodation on Saturday-Sunday night after the race.
Teams appreciating more high quality accommodation
before or after the race, can use services provided by our
local commercial accommodation partners:
Kuralan Kartanotila
https://www.kuralankartanotila.fi/
Distance to Competition Centre 12
kilometres, driving time 15 minutes
Sieravuori
https://www.sieravuori.fi/
Distance to Competition Centre 29
kilometres, driving time 27 minutes
Both companies will give -10% discount from normal
prices for FRC 2019 competitors. Please mention you are
FRC competitor while booking. Reservations are made
directly from the accommodation companies.

7. ADDITIONAL CATERING
There will be additional catering available as follows:
- Friday light supper, 6 €/person
- Saturday breakfast, 8 €/person (at the Yläne school)
- Sunday breakfast, 8 €/person
(4 h/ 8 h MTB staying at school after the race),
Additional catering ought to be ordered and paid with the
registration.

5. ACCREDITATION PACKAGE

Additional catering can also be ordered separately until
4.8.2019 by email:
hashhouse@turkurogaining.fi .

Teams can collect their accreditation package at
Competition info. On Friday it is located at Yläne school
and on Saturday at Competition Centre.

All catering during the race and after finishing the race is
included in the competition fee and do not need to be
ordered in advance.

Accreditation package includes:

8. PARKING

- start number bibs
- safety pins for start number bibs
- electronic competition cards
- sealable package for mobile phone to be taken to the
race

Car parking at the Competition Centre will be implemented
as roadside parking. No parking permits or fees needed.
The walking distance from parking to the Competition
Center is maximum of 900 metres.
While visiting Yläne school cars can be parked on the
school yard.
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9. PREPARING TO START

11. MAPS

Each competitor must have his/her electric competition
card sealed at least half an hour before the start. The card
is sealed to the competitors´ wrist at the competition info
by the organizers in a way that it can not be unfastened
during the race.

Maps will be high quality printed.

Teams must seal the mobile phone they are taking to
the race. The package for the sealing is found in the
accreditation package. Phones must be sealed at least half
an hour before the start. The power must be turned off
before sealing the phones.

More detailed information of the maps in Bulletin II.

The seals of competition cards and phone bags will be
checked at the finish. A broken seal will disqualify the team
until the Jury decides otherwise.
The competition start is located at the Competition Centre.

10. ROUTE PLANNING
There is no indoor space available for route planning at the
Competition Centre.
Teams are encouraged to bring their own tents to be used
while planning the route. While the tent area is mostly
forest, it is easier to use a compact hiking tent than a
bigger camping tent.
There will be some rain shelters at the Competition Centre
for the teams that do not have their own tent, to be used
if rain occurs.

4 h race will have medium quality printed map.
There will be some destricted areas marked on the map.

12. TERRAIN
The competition area is very diverse and can be divided in
different types of terrain. In the north there are cultivated
and more populated areas typical for south-west Finland.
Most of the area has a dense network of forest roads. The
southern part of the area includes one of the southern
Finland’s most isolated forests, the Vaskijärvi strict nature
reserve, which is out of bounds for the competitors.
However the areas surrounding the nature reserve are
often similar to it, having wide marshes and primeval
forests.
The competition area can be said to include almost all types
of terrain found in south-west Finland: open marshes, hills
composed of bare rock, agricultural areas, lake shores, and
coniferous and deciduous forests. The orienteering also
varies in different areas. There are very detailed areas as
well as larger forms, offering both detailed orienteering
and challenges for choosing the right route.

Teams are also allowed to do the route planning in
their own cars. It is forbidden to move the car after the
delivering of the maps has started. Moving the car after
the delivering of the maps has started will set the team as
disqualified until the Jury decides otherwise.

Map samples (not in right scale)
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13. CONTROLS

Hash House opening hours:

Each control site is equipped with an orange-white control
flag and with an electronic punching unit.

Saturday 14.00 - 17.00
Cold snack available

Ther will also be a mechanical pin punching device in case
if the electronic punching unit fails.

Saturday 17.00 Sunday 11.00
Warm food available

Control descriptions are printed on the front side of the
competition map. Loose copies of the control descriptions
(not water resistant) will also be available.

14. PUNCHING & VISITING CONTROLS
All team members must stay together, i.e. within 20 metres
from each other during the whole race and all team
members must punch within 90 seconds.
The 20 metre rule can be ignored while the whole team is
staying at the Competition Centre.
Competitors are not allowed to rest within 100 meters
from control, unless the control is a refreshment control.

15. COUNTING POINTS
Detailed information of counting points in Bulletin II.

16. REFRESHMENT CONTROLS
There will be control points with drinking water.
Teams can also leave their own drinking bottles to be
delivered to the refreshment controls by the organizers.
More detailed information in Bulletin II.

Competitors can visit
Hash House as many
times as they want, eat as
much as they want. Some
restrictions of amounts of
some products may occur.
You must eat all the food you take from Hash House in
the marked dining area. You are not allowed to take any
food with you away from the Hash House. This way we can
quarantee the sufficiency of food to all competitors.
You can eat at the Hash House only during the race.
After the competitors have finished the race, they are not
anymore served at Hash House but are asked to move
to Yläne School where they are served in the school
restaurant.
Hash House service during the race and the meal after the
race in Yläne school are included in the entry fee.

18. TRANSPORTATION
There will be bus transport available to the Competition
Centre as follows:
- From Tampere, Saturday 24.8.2019, 06.00
- From Turku, Saturday 24.8.2019, 07.00

17. HASH HOUSE
During the competition competitors can eat and drink in
the Hash House located at the Competition Centre.
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More detailed Menu
in Bulletin II.

Return transportation from Yläne school to Turku/Tampere
on Sunday 25.8.2018 at 15.00.
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The return ticket from Tampere costs 25 € and from Turku
20 €.

fireplaces before the race. The organizers, however, do not
quarantee the firewood supply.

You must order and pay the transportation beforehand
with the competition registration.

On the Competition Centre there will be fireplace
maintained by the organizers all night long, which can be
used as warming or drying clothes.

There will also be transportation available from Helsinki to
the Competition Centre organized by Helsinki area scouts
(PäPa) if the demand of the transportation is wide enough.
The return ticket price for PäPa transportation is maximum
of 35 €.
More detailed information of PäPa transportation will be
published on competition www-pages.

19. EQUIPMENT
Each competitor must have (obligatory):
- a whistle
- a safety reflector (8 h & 24 h)
- a helmet (8 h MTB)
Each team must have (obligatory):
- a mobile phone, sealed in the package provided with the
accreditation package
- a first aid kit
Recommended equipment for each competitor:
- a water container
- some food
- compass
- torch (e.g. head light) (24 h & 8 h )
- wind/rainproof jacket (according to the weather)
Recommended equipment for each team:
- a knife and matches (waterproof packed)
- emergency blanket ( 24 h & 8 h )
- hiking tent (to be used while planning the route and as a
teams own service tent at the Competition Centre)
8 h MTB competitors must wear helmet on their head all
time during the race, also when running/walking without
the bike. The helmet can be dismantled when staying at
the Competition Centre.
All obligatory equipment must be carried at all times. You
cannot leave any obligatory equipment on the trail, not
even for a short period of time. However, you can leave
other than obligatory equipment on the trail, but only
after the start of the race and you must have it with you
when you finish your race. You are not allowed to leave
equipment on the trail and pick it up after the race.
Teams are free to complete their non-obligarory equipment
during the race at the Competition Centre.

20. MAKING OPEN FIRE AND USING STOVES
There are some fireplaces along the marked hiking routes
where making of open fire is allowed. These places
are marked on the map. Making open fire is prohibited
elsewhere.
The organizers will try to check the firefood supply on
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Using of own stoves is allowed all over the competition
area, with sufficient caution.
Additional restrictions of making open fire and using own
stoves may occur if the terrain is extraordinary dry.

21. GPS-TRACKING
Some classes will be gps-tracked. Teams in the classes
defined by the organizers must carry a gps device provided
by the organizers all the time during the race. The power of
the gps tracking device must not be turned off. The weight
of the tracking device including batteries is 93 grams.
Tracked classes will be declared in Bulletin II.
The routes of the gps equipped teams can be followed
online on the competition www-pages during the race.
There will be some time delay in the tracking to minimize
the possibility of misuse.
The tracking will be available after the 24 h race has started.
The tracking can also be followed on the screen in the
Competition Centre.

22. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
If your team faces an emergency during the competition,
you must notify the organizers of the event immediately
for further assistance, if it is needed.
In case of life threatening emergency, you must call 112,
the common emergency number. If it is a less hazardous
emergency, please call the organizers´ number +358 44
575 9223. There is a 24 hour service at this number. Please
register this number on the mobile phone which you carry
with you during the race.
You can switch on your mobile phone during the race,
but only in case of emergency. Using of mobile phones
will be monitored. You may call +358 44 575 9223 also if
a checkpoint has been vandalized, there is no water at a
water post or you come across another technical problem
along the course.

23. FINISHING PROCEDURE
The finish is located at the Competition Centre. All members
of the team must punch in the finish. The competition time
ends when the last member of the team punches at the
finish.
After the team members has punched at the finish, the
team will be quided to the checking point, where the seals
of the mobile phone and competition card will be checked.
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After the checking point teams will be quided to the results
office to read their competition cards. Teams should leave
their competition cards to the results office after they have
been read to the result system.

29. USING EXERCISE BENEFITS

After this the competitors should take all their equipment
with them and move to the Yläne school with their own
cars.

- Smartum Exercise and Culture voucher
- Smartum on line payment:
https://oma.smartum.fi/fi/venues/12867
- “Virikesetelit”

There will be transportation by the organizers to those
teams which do not have a car of their own.

24. CANTEEN
There will be canteen at the Hash House, where team
officials and audience can buy food, coffee etc. Both cash
and credit cards are accepted.

25. FIRST AID
Each team must have a first aid kit. At the Competition
Centre there will be a first aid team on call all the time
during the race.

26. WASHUP AND TOILETS

Finnish teams can also pay the entry fee with finnish
exercise benefits, as follows

Using exercise vouchers they must be mailed by registration
to the Competition secretary: IVK / Jenna Viherlaakso,
Pellonperänkatu 1 G 61, 20740 Turku.
All excercise vouchers and payments are personal. You can
only pay your own fee with your vouchers.

30. CLIMATE
During years 2014-2018 on
competition area in 24.-25.8,
- the arithmetic mean of the
lowest day temperature is 10,7
degrees Celsius, varying between
6,5 and 15 degrees Celsius.

There are showers at the Yläne School to be used after the
race. Competitors staying over night at Yläne school, can
also use showers on friday night and saturday morning, if
needed.

- the arithmetic mean of average day temperature is 15,7
degrees Celsius, varying between 11 and 20 degrees
Celsius.

There are toilets at the Competition Centre and at the
Yläne school.

- the arithmetic mean of the highest day temperature is
21,5 degrees Celsius, varying between 16 and 25 degrees
Celsius.

27. RESULTS

According to the statistics of the years 2009-2018, it is
more likely to have some rainfall on an August weekend
than no rain at all.

Results will be published at the Competition Centre and
they will be also delivered to the Yläne school. Results will
also be published at the competition www-pages after the
race.

28. PRIZE GIVING CEREMONIES
Prizes will be awarded at Yläne School 2 hours after the
finishing time of each class.
In 24 h race there will be medals to the three best team of
every class.
There will also be some other prizes, the amount of which
depends of the amount of competitors in each class.
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Sun sets on saturday 24.8.2019 at 21:02 and rises on
sunday 25.8.2019 at 06:04. The duration of the twilight is
50 minutes.

31. PHOTOGRAPHING
The competitors will be photographed by the organizers.
The photos will be published on the competition wwwpages, Facebook pages and Twitter. With the picture, also
the name of the competitor may be published. Photos will
also be delivered to the press and they might be used in
the advertisements of future competitions. By registration
to the competition the competitor allows the use of
photographs of him/her to the purpose mentioned above.
If a competitor wants to deny the use of photographs of
him/her, he/she should inform the competition secretary
by email sm2019@turkurogaining.fi latest on friday
23.8.2019 at 18.00.
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32. MISSING OBJECTS

35. ORGANIZERS & CONTACTS

If some of your equipment gets lost, you can ask after them
by email, sm2019@turkurogaining.fi

Organizing clubs:

33. REGISTRATION, CLASSES AND
ENTRY FEES

- Ilpoisten Vuorenkävijät ry
- Turun Metsänkävijät ry.

Registration opens at 15.1.2019 in
http://turkurogaining.fi/sm2019 .
Classes
24h, 24 hour by foot (Finnish Rogaining Championships)
8h, 8 hour by foot
8h MTB, 8 hour mountain bikes
4h, 4 hour public race.

Competition Centre: gsm +358 44 575 9223
The number of the Competition Centre is valid only on the
competition weekend 23.-25.8.2019.

Age classes (24 h)
MO Men open
WO Women open
XO Mixed open
MY Men under 23 years
WY Women under 23 years
XY Mixed under 23 years
MV Men Veteran 40+
WV Women Veteran 40+
XV Mixed Veteran 40+
MSV Men Superveteran 55+
WSV Women Superveteran 55+
XSV Mixed Superveteran 55+
MUV Men Ultraveteran 65+
WUV Women Ultraveteran 65+
XUV Mixed Ultraveteran 65+

www.turkurogaining.fi/sm2019

facebook.com/turkurogaining
https://www.facebook.com/events/525957441158650/

Twitter: @turkurogaining
https://twitter.com/turkurogaining

8h MTB classes: MO, WO, XO
Entry fees

Hashtag: #smroga2019

Paid by 31.3
24 h
8 h MTB
8h
4h

Event Manager 		
Event Secretary
Juha Nappu 		
Jenna Viherlaakso
gsm +358 40 500 5522
sm2019@turkurogaining.fi sm2019@turkurogaining.fi

70 €/person
50 €/ person
50 €/ person
35 €/ person

Paid by 31.5
80 €/ person
60 €/ person
60 €/ person
45 €/ person

Paid by 4.8.
95 €/ person
70 €/ person
70 €/ person
55 €/ person

34. RULES
IRF rules with deviations announced by the organizer will
apply.
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35. OFFICIAL FINNISH ROGAINING
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2019 T-SHIRT
Official Finnish Rogaining Championships 2019
T-shirt is available at the price of 35 euros. Both
male and female sizes are available.
The shirt is a technical running shirt by Trimtex.
On the front side, there is a text ”Finnish Rogaining
Championships” and on the back side the name of the
organizers: ”Turku Rogaining”.
The shirt can be ordered by the registration or
separately by email from the competition secretary:
sm2019@turkurogaining.fi .
The shirt shall be ordered and paid before 31.5.2019.
Ordered shirts can be picked up at the competition info
after arriving the Competition Centre.
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36. CHAMPIONS YEAR 2018
Finnish rogaining championships 2018
8.-9.9.2018 Jämi

Finnish Scouts rogaining championships 2018
27.5.2018 Raisio

24 h

2h

MO
KARVAJALAD!
		

Reigo LEHTLA		
Alexander TONIS

EST
RUS

JH
Turun Metsänkävijät Karhunen Antti
		
Kääriäinen Sami

MV
KARVAJALAD!
		

Reigo LEHTLA		
Alexander TONIS

EST
RUS

JD
Raision KilliNallit
		

Lähteenmäki Inka L-SP
Alanen Anna
L-SP

MSV
Festina Lente
		

Sulev Kuiv			
EST
Peep Eomois		EST

JHD
Jaakon Samoojat
		

Koskela Olli
Ollola Anna

MUV UV Sepot
		

Keijo Lakkinen		
FIN
Harri Mäkelä		FIN

JH1518 Turun Sinikotkat
		

Holmroos Sakari L-SP
Röntynen Leevi L-SP

WO

Tanja Rannila		
Anne Polso			

JD1518 Lätynkääntäjät
		

Kolehmainen S.
Suojanen E

Nummela Luukas Häme
Latva Raakkel
Häme

Team Iida
Finland

FIN
FIN

L-SP
L-SP

Häme
Häme

L-SP
L-SP

WV
AMBER FOX
		

Ilze Kremere		
LAT
Ieva Simsone		LAT

JHD14 Oriveden Eräsudet
		

WSV
zola
		
		

Molotkova Zoia
Elena Lisenenkova
Larisa Uspenskaya

RUS
RUS
RUS

The competition between the scout districts of Finland:
Lounais-Suomen Partiopiiri

XO

Pirunvuoren
Ponnistus

Tarja Törmikoski
Kai Törmikoski		

FIN		
FIN

XV

Pirunvuoren
Ponnistus

Tarja Törmikoski
Kai Törmikoski		

FIN		
FIN

XSV
Rekolan Raikas Helena Haapomaa
FIN
		
Eki Haapomaa		FIN

8 h MTB
8MTBMO Tiirismaan
Tamppaajat

Antti Nousiainen
Jaakko Soivio 		

FIN
FIN

8MTBWO Puuppola rules Kaisu Soivio		
FIN
		
Arja Nuolioja		FIN
8MTBXO Muurlan Vihuri Marko Jaatinen		
FIN
		
Satu Jaatinen		FIN
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37. PARTNERS
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